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Details of Visit:

Author: Sirhector
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 2 Aug 2012 13.00
Duration of Visit: 1 1/2 Hrs
Amount Paid: 105
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Helen
Website: http://www.discerning-massage.co.uk
Phone: 07535906297

The Premises:

Helen gave me her address along with the added information to find it easily and invited me to park
on the drive which I did. By the time I had got out of the car Helen had opened the front door and
was waiting to greet me. A?pleasant?residential?area but at the same time quite discreet with no
concerns at all. Helen welcomed me into her very comfortable house with a lovely garden that I was
pleased she showed me around before making a cup of tea and taking me upstairs.

The Lady:

Helen is a vary attractive, tall slim lady with short fair hair who I would say is in her 50's dressed
most elegantly. The overwhelming aura that Helen projects is one of warmth,?friendliness?with
sparkling sexiness and I was not in any doubt that I was going to enjoy my time with Helen :-)

The Story:

When upstairs Helen showed me the bathroom, the treatment room which was perfect for what was
coming....and then took me into another room so I could undress and told me to make my way to
the bathroom when ready. The bath was run and ready for me to relax in where Helen proceeded to
help was me paying?careful?attention to the essential areas and when completed left me to finish
off and dry myself and then join her in the treatment room which was perfectly lit and with some
most relaxing music playing setting the?atmosphere?perfectly.

Helen was waiting for me dressed in just her very alluring lingerie which would soon be discarded
as we embarked upon the experience.

Helen did not describe the service she offered as a massage but as a sensual experience with
massage and without full intercourse and I would say describes the treatment?accurately. The
treatment started off in a relaxing way with me on my front with gentle massage and included body
to body massage and all the time Helen while in total control kept me guessing what was coming
next. The experience built up from being relaxed to taking me to high of sexual excitement which
included me touching Helen to add to the?anticipation?and excitement which was concluded
perfectly while?lying?on my back taking in not just the?wonderful?feelings but seeing this very
talented and sexy lady giving me what I can only describe as?wonderful?experience.
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Afterwards Helen cleaned me up and offered me another bath to finish and wash the excess oil off.

During the whole experience Helen was warm friendly and of course very sexy and I can only
describe the time as being a most?wonderful?experience?which I look forward to receiving again
soon.
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